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Abstract

We show that the model of system F introduced in [5], and having
as polymorphic maps exactly all Scott continuous maps, is -complete.
This proves in particular the existence of non trivial -complete models
for F:

1 Introduction.
In this paper we will progress in the study of non-trivial models of the notion
of polymorphic maps of Girard's System F [16] and Reynolds polymorphism
[25]. This study was started in Scott [28],[29], Girard [17], and continued by
Coquand-Gunter-Winskel [12]. Our contribution is to prove that there exist non
trivial -complete models of F .
More precisely we will prove that the model introduced in [5], with this
precise purpose in mind, is -complete. This model, called here the BB -model
for short, is a Scott model, and the polymorphic maps in it are exactly the Scott
continuous ones ; furthermore its de nition is very concrete and has no direct
link with the syntax of F:
We will not need here the precise de nition of the BB -model. Rather, we
will isolate a set of conditions and we will prove that they ensure completeness.
As proved in [5], the BB -model satis es all these conditions, hence it is complete.
The BB -model is generalized in [7] to a whole class of feasible models of
F , in which, in particular, it is very easy to check for most of the conditions,

whether they are satis ed or not. This class contains a lot of other complete
models.
By contrast, none of the previously known extensional models of System F
satisfy all conditions and most are known to be incomplete ; this is discussed in
the next section and in section 3.3.
In order to have a reasonably general frame where to express our conditions
we will introduce a simple-minded de nition of models of System F; which covers
all the models in [7], and a few other classes. This abstract class of models is also
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convenient since it allows a very simple interpretation of F -terms. It however
only covers models with \the maximum number of polymorphic maps" and
hence rules out all the models of F which have constrained sets of polymorphic
maps. This does not matter here since all known such (non syntactic) models
are indeed incomplete.
We introduce now the plan of the paper.
In section 2 we sketch the problematic about polymorphic maps, about their
models, and then the problem of -completeness. We in particular explain
why, in our opinion, achieving -completeness is a step towards the study of
polymorphic maps. Eventually we list the questions we leave open.
In section 3 we recall the de nition of system F and give the restricted
de nition of models of system F which is suitable for our purpose ; then we
outline the method used in the completeness proof. The interpretation of system
F w.r.t. such models is made explicit in section 7.
In section 4 we introduce the polymorphic maps we will use in the proof.
In sections 5, 6 we prove the completeness result.
We can add that we make a detailed presentation of the syntax of F to x
the terminology and recall the constraints, because we use them deeply in the
completeness proof. We also made a detailed presentation of the interpretations
of terms in our models, since it is not really standard, even if it looks familiar,
and since the existing presentations, in general much more complex (for example
[3] or [11]), were not directly usable.

2 Problematics about polymorphic maps and completeness.
In this section we suppose the reader already acquainted with simply typed
-calculus, syntactic and semantic models, and to know the bare de nition of
system F; which is recalled anyhow later on.
Polymorphic maps and the problematic about them. Call type constructor
any function  : Types ! Types, where Types is the class of types, and types
are sets. Then polymorphic maps are maps associated to some type constructor
, taking as input any type , and returning as output some element of ( ). A
trivial example is the polymorphic identity id, associated to the type constructor
Id( ) = ( ! ). The polymorphic map id takes as input , and returns the
identity id( ) of type ( ! ).
The type of the polymorphic maps associated to  is denoted 8 :( ).
System F (see Section 3) is the smallest extension of simply typed lambda
calculus closed under such operations over types. The naive approach is to say
that, in a model of system F , 8 :( ) is a subset the set-theoretical cartesian
product  2 Types:( ), since this set consists exactly of all maps f sending
any 2 Types to some f ( ) 2 ( ) (provided ( ) is non empty). However
the most natural attempt fails : it is indeed impossible to expand the standard
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model of simply typed -calculus (which interprets ! as the full set of
functions from to ) into a model of F , as shows Reynolds [26]. Therefore,
for interpreting F (via functional models) one has necessarily to take smaller
interpretations of the arrow.
We will now describe what is already known concretely about this problem,
that is, the (more or less concrete) models of polymorphism we already have.
We will justify the choice of a particular model to study. Eventually, we will
explain our contribution to the topic.
Models of polymorphic maps. In realizability or PER models of F , which
originate in Girard and Troelstra [16],[31], polymorphic types are all realized
by constant maps. Thus, a PER model, while it is a useful tool for studying
the properties of F as a programming language, it is too restrictive for studying
polymorphism in full generality. This last sentence also apply to \parametric"
models, which require that polymorphic maps behave as uniformly as possible
(see [21] for a survey). It should hence be clear that we will not be concerned
here with this kind of models.
The rst models with non-constant polymorphic maps, that we will call
here universal retraction models or u:r: models, were introduced, for the continuous semantics, by D. Scott and McCracken in [28], [29], [20] and continued by
Amadio-Bruce-Longo [2]. In these models terms are interpreted as elements of
a model of the untyped -calculus, and types are ranges of a (suitable subclass
of) retractions of the model, and identi ed with such retractions. The word
\universal" refers to the fact that in these models there is a type of all types.
In u:r:models the polymorphic maps associated to  consist exactly of all continuous maps f sending any 2 Types to some f ( ) 2 ( ). Then Berardi
[6] showed that similar work could be done for the stable semantics, taking this
time the whole class of stable retractions (see [9] for a survey). The only limit
of these constructions were the complexity in the de nition of the set Types.
Such complexity has forbidden, up now, any extensive study of their properties.
Then a categorical model was introduced by Girard in [17]. Girard interpreted Types as the category of coherent domains and embeddings, and type
constructors as functors "continuous" and "stable" (in a categorical sense) over
Types. The model was universal in the sense that second order quanti cation
was over all coherent domains, and not only subdomains of a given domain.
Moreover the model was economical and it interpreted polymorphic maps f
associated to a type constructor  as all families of elements f (X ) 2 (X ),
indexed over X 2 Types, and satisfying the following requirement:
for each embedding j : X ! Y , f (X ) is the \trace of f (Y ) over (j )" (in a
sense he made precise).
As a consequence, the set of all polymorphic maps associated to some ,
with the stable ordering, was a coherent space, chosen as the interpretation of
8 :( ) in Types. Again, the only limit of this model construction, if we are
interested in studying the properties of polymorphic maps, was its complexity.
Then Coquand-Gunter-Winskel [12] started some (at rst, only conceptual)
simpli cation of Girard's construction. They showed that it could be carried
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over the category of Scott domains and embedding, dropping all the \stability" requirements. They interpreted type constructors as \continuous" functors
(again, in a categorical sense).
By building over the two preceding works , Barbanera-Berardi [5] showed
that, if we restrict the embeddings of the category Types to the canonical inclusion maps, we further simplify this construction. In this paper we will study
some relevant properties of this model, whose interest is that it combines strong
properties with simplicity of construction.
In the Barbanera-Berardi model (BB-model) Types, the category of Scott
domains, is replaced by a single Scott domain Types, whose elements are themselves Scott domains. Types is ordered by the restriction order (between the
information systems underlying Scott domains). The union Terms of all types is still a Scott domain, interpreting the terms of F . Type constructors are
now exactly the Scott-continuous functions  over Types. The polymorphic
maps associated to such a  are now interpreted as all Scott-continuous maps
f : Types ! Terms, such that f (X ) 2 (X ) for all X 2 Types. Here no
category theory is really needed and Types is completely understood.
We claim also that the interpretation of types and terms in the BB-model,
and more generally in all models in [7], is simpler than in the u:r: models (when
comparison is possible, see [7]). Like u:r: models, these models take care of
typed terms as such (they do not forget types).
The BB-model might be further generalized taking -continuous maps 1 , for
 any regular cardinal; it is not clear how far we might go in adding polymorphic
maps to the model.
A reason to think that the BB-model is already a quite general model of
polymorphism is that it is the rst non-trivial model known to be - complete.
To prove this is our contribution to the topic.
We will now explain what -completeness is, and why we think that it is a
relevant property of models.

-Completeness. A model is  - complete for a typed lambda calculus (just
\complete", for short) if and only if it equates only -convertible term. The
trivial examples of -complete model are the  term models. The term model
of System F was the only complete model of F known up to now.
Negative examples of completeness.
First there are obvious sources of incompleteness linked to the lack polymorphic maps in a model (this is related to the possible \parametricity" of the
model, which is often considered as desirable, from a programming point of
view). The simplest of them is the following : suppose that the interpretation
of a type  is a singleton, then the model equates x and y ; this is the case for
example in the models of Girard and CGW. Consider now FC , the equational
theory studied by Longo, Milsted and Soloviev in [19], namely the equational
1 The -Scott topology is a weakening of Scott topology (case  = ! ); which admits more
and more monotonous functions as  increases. The !1 -case was introduced by Plotkin [24]for
modelling parallelism (see [13]) and greater cardinals are used for foundational purposes ([14],
[10]).
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theory of F plus \Axiom C ": This axiom is indeed a scheme, which requires
that t8 :  = t8 :  0 for all types ; ;  0 such that is not free in ; and all
term t of the relevant type. It is clear that a model where all the polymorphic
maps associated to a constant constructor  are themselves constants, will satisfy axiom C: Since Axiom C is independent of F and F; such a model can't
be complete w.r.t. these two equational theories. This is the case for the PER
models, and for Girard's model for example.
We now give another source of incompleteness, which is also linked to a
lack of polymorphic maps. Let N be the type of integers in F (de ned in
[17]). Suppose that the interpretation of N in a PER model contains only the
interpretations of closed terms of type N (this is for example the case with the
PER models built over the term model of F or over P! ):Then the model equates
two closed F -terms f; g : N ! N if and only if f (n) = g(n) for all closed n : N
(see [8] for a proof). Such a model equates for example left and right addition,
which have however an obviously di erent computational meaning.
A positive example of completeness.
Friedman [15] showed that all full models of simply typed lambda calculus
which include integers in the base type are - complete (where \full" means
that  !  is interpreted as the set of all set- theoretical maps from  to  ).
Apparently, a model may distinguish two non-  - convertible terms by applying them to "very generic" maps. For instance, term models distinguish
between non-convertible terms by applying them to variables, and getting different results. And variables are in fact a (trivial) example of \very generic"
maps. In Friedman's proof, full models distinguish between non-convertible
terms by applying them to \very generic" maps, built by the Choice Axiom of
Set Theory.
Another possibility for having completeness was discovered by Simpson [27],
by building over a syntactic result of Statman [30]. Simpson proved that all
models including integers in the base type, and sum and product over such integers, are complete. In this case, the completeness uses as starting point a strong
property of sum and product: using them, one can encode the entire term model of simply typed lambda calculus inside just the base type of the model itself.
Contribution of the paper w.r.t. polymorphism. The previous discussion suggests that if we nd a complete model of F , then it should contain polymorphic
maps of arbitrary shape, or at least a few ones able to encode the term model.
Indeed, when proving that BB-model is complete, we also discovered that it
contains some polymorphic maps able to produce such encoding (see section 4).
Such curious maps are not, for instance, in any PER model; in particular we use
polymorphic case functions testing over the shapes of types. In this way, this
paper contributed to the study of polymorphism, showing how (polymorphic)
discrimination over types (Cond.II.4-5) permits the maximum discrimination
over terms, provided that Types is rich enough, nicely structured, and that we
dispose of some standard computation tools.
Related remarks and open questions on completeness.
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 We treat  -completeness here since our proof relies on some kinds of \lo-

gical relations, which, as usual logical relations, do not allow to distinguish
elements with the same applicative behavior. The question of nding a
-complete model for F is hence still open, and we propose in [7] a simple
candidate.
 Simpson [27] proved completeness for all models of simply typed -calculus
including integers, sum and product, by proving they are complete for
terms of type T (where T is the type of binary trees). Then he used a
result of Statman [30] for deducing completeness at every type. We do
not know if this may happen for System F , that is, if there is a type 
of F such that a model complete for terms of type  is complete for all
terms (but we know that this is false for T ):
 Also, it is an open problem to know whether there are - or - complete
models of untyped lambda calculus in the continuous or stable semantics.
A signi cant step in this direction is [13], where Di Gianantonio- HonsellPlotkin show that there is a  -complete model in a variant of the !1 continuous semantics. However the model in [13] is built by an inverse limit
construction starting from the term model itself (viewed as a at domain)
; the situation is di erent with the BB-model, whose construction does
not refer at all to the term model. The completeness result in this paper
might hence support the conjecture that more natural  -models might
exist.
 We do not pretend of course that the set of conditions for completeness
we give in Section 3.3 is optimal, and we hope that a more elegant, and
maybe more general, set of conditions will be provided by further workers.

3 System F and its models.
In this section we brie y introduce system F (for more details we refer to [17]).
Then we de ne models of system F , using a de nition we found more suitable
for the completeness proof than those from the literature (for example [11] or
[3]). This de nition requires no more category theory than knowing what is
a c.c.c. (even the notion of functor is of no explicit use here) and is abstract
enough to t di erent settings (for example all r:u:models, the class in [7], and
all models of untyped -calculus when viewed as models of F ):
The de nition is not general enough to give an account of Girard's and
CGW's models, of the PER models, and not even of the stable analogue of the
class in [7], which will be treated in a future paper (the reasons are given later
on). It is more than likely that this de nition could be weakened to include
(some) models with constrained sets of polymorphic maps, however we noticed
that, even generalizing it for covering our stable class, which would be the
simplest of them, already raised technical diculties. Since there was no need
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here to include models which are obviously incomplete, we decided to stick to
this simple de nition.
By contrast, our de nition covers non extensional models, even if the bare
completeness proof here only works for F : The reason is that the result can
then be used to prove that some models of [7] have a theory included in F ; and
in particular allows to isolate good candidates for being complete for F: This
choice is not at all costly: roughly speaking, one just nds here retraction pairs
where one would nd isomorphisms in the extensional case.

3.1 System

F:

De nition of system F runs as follows.
A type, or F -type, is either a type variable, an arrow type or a polymorphic
type. Types are constructed using the following schemes :

 (type) variables ; i ; ... are types (i 2 N ):
  !  is a type i  and  are,
 8 : is a type i is a type variable and  is a type ; the variable is
bounded in 8 ::
Except when we will encode the syntax, types will be considered only up to
-equivalence (renaming of bounded variables) and [ :  ] will then denote the
type obtained by correct substitution of the type  to all free occurrences of the
variable within the type :
A term, or F -term, is either a variable, an abstraction, an application, a
type abstraction or a type application. Terms come equipped with a built-in
type. Terms and their types are constructed using the following schemes :

 (term) variables x ; y ; ..., where  can be any type, are terms of type :
 x :t is a term of type  !  i t is a term of type  ; the variable x is
bounded in x :t:
 tu is a term of type  i t is a term of type  !  and u is a term of type

:
  :t is a term of type 8 : i t is a term of type  and is not free in
the type of any free term-variable of t ; the variable is bounded in  :t:
 t is a term of type  [ :  ] i t is a term of type 8 ::
We will write t :  or t to mean that t is an F -term of type : The rules
are such that the type is uniquely determined from the F -term.

Except when we will encode the syntax, terms will be considered only up
to -equivalence, and t[x : u] will then denote the term obtained by correct
substitution of the term u of type  to all free occurrences of x within the term
7

t: We also need t[ :  ] ; this is de ned only if is not free in any free term
variable of t; and then means the obvious thing.

Immediate -reduction is de ned by :
(x :t)u ! t[x : u ] and
( :t) ! t[ : ] (recall cannot be free in any free term variable of t):
Immediate -reduction is de ned by :
x :tx ! t if t :  !  for some  and x is not free in t:
 :t ! t if t : 8 0 : for some 0 ;  and is not free in t.
Immediate  -reduction as the union of both.
Then we de ne - (resp. -) reduction as the smallest transitive relation
containing the corresponding immediate reduction, and compatible with the
formation of terms. Both reductions are Church-Rosser. Finally we de ne
- (resp. -) equivalence (or convertibility ) as the re exive, symmetric and
transitive closure of the corresponding reduction ; these relations are denoted
by = and =  :

3.2 Models of

F:

By a model for system F we will mean the following tuple,

M = hUniv; < Types; Terms >; <); lbd; apl >; < Q; Lambda; Appl >i
where, Univ is a category, which will be the ambient universe where lives our
model, Types and Terms are two objects of Univ, Q; ); Lambda and Appl
are four morphisms of Univ; and nally lbd and apl are two families of morphisms of Univ: Besides the necessary precisions on the domain and codomain
of the morphisms, and on the indexing of the families, this tuple is subject
to the requirements listed below, together with the motivations behind. The
rst requirement is that Univ is a pleasant c:c:c:; two of the requirements assert the existence of convenient retraction pairs, and the other ones are simple
compatibility conditions.
Recall that a retraction pair between two objects A; B of a category is, by
de nition, a pair (f; g) of morphisms such that g  f = idA : We then say that
A is a retract of B and that f is left invertible.
1. We assume that Univ is a cartesian closed category with enough points
[4, p.108]. Thus it is concrete and we may think that objects of Univ are
real sets (plus additional structure), and morphisms are real functions.
By de nition of cartesian closed, Univ is equipped with a cartesian product , and contains, for each pair of objects (A; B ) : an object A ! B
representing Hom(A; B ): For sake of readability we assume here that
Hom(A; B ) is an object of Univ; which is taken as A ! B; and that
eval is the usual application of a function to its argument 2 .

2 Thus, in the present setting, A ! B and Hom(A; B ) denote exactly the same mathematical object. We keep the two notations here since : rst ! is more convenient for readability,
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2. Types will contain the interpretation of all F - types. By analogy with
syntax the elements of Types; denoted by X; Y; Z , will be called semantic
types, and x 2 X will also be written x : X .
We require Types 6= ; and that the elements of Types are non empty
objects of Univ:
3. Terms; as well as [Types; will contain the interpretation of all F -terms.
We require that [Types  Terms.
4. )2 Hom(Types  Types; Types) is a morphism and it will be the interpretation of the arrow constructor on types.
5. lbd and apl are indexed by Types  Types:
We require that X ! Y is a retract of X ) Y; for all X; Y 2 Types;
and that (lbdX;Y ; aplX;Y ) is a retraction pair between both.
The family (lbd; apl) will interpret abstraction over a term variable, and
application of a term to a term.
6. Q 2 Hom((Types ! Types); Types):
Second order quanti cation will be interpreted by Q, and Q(F ) will also
be denoted 8X:F (X ) for F 2 Types ! Types.
7. We require that Types ! Terms is a retract of Terms; and that
(Lambda,Appl) is a retraction pair between both.
Lambda and Appl will interpret abstraction of terms over type variables
and application of terms to types:
8. For all \type constructor" F 2 Hom(Types; Types) we let now HomF (Types; Terms)
be the subset of Hom(Types; Types) containing those morphisms f such
that f (X ) 2 F (X ) for all X 2 Types:
Our last requirement is that Lambda and Appl induce functions LambdaF
and ApplF between HomF (Types; Terms) and Q(F ) 3 :
if f 2 HomF (Types; Terms); then Lambda(f ) 2 Q(F )  Terms and,
if u 2 Q(F ) and X 2 Types; then Appl(u)(X ) 2 F (X ):
Out of any model M for F , and for any assignment  of elements of Types
to type variables of F , and of elements of Terms to term variables of F , in a
while Hom allows to stress that one deals with morphisms and functions, and second since
the generalisation to the more general setting would require to write things down this way
(and moreover to add non trivial maps eval and ):
On the other hand, the distiction between ! and the ) which will interpret implication
needs to be done: as it is pointed out later on, in concrete examples X ! Y and X ) Y can
only be, in the best cases, isomorphic.
3 If Univ is some standard ccc (Scott's, Berry's, a.s.o.) conditions 7+8 imply that
HomF (Types; Terms) is a retract of Q(F ): But in general HomF (Types; Terms) need not
even be an object of Univ:
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compatible way, we may de ne an interpretation [:] of F -types and F -terms.
This is detailed in Section 7 (Appendix).
A model M of F identi es ( ) - convertible terms and -convertible types.
It identi es -convertible terms, and is then labelled extensional, if we ask that
(lbd; apl) is a family of inverse isomorphisms, and that (LambdaF ; ApplF ) is a
pair of inverse bijections.
Example 1 1. \Trivial models". Let (M; lbd; apl) be a model of untyped calculus in a ccc Univ (here lbd and apl are morphisms and form a retraction
pair), we let Types := fM g; Terms := M: We have (M ) M ) = M and
Q(F ) = M for the only possible F: Hence Q(F ) is always homomorphic to
HomF (Types; Terms) while M ) M is isomorphic to M ! M i M is extensional as a model of untyped -calculus. This example clearly shows the links
between ) and ! : However it is easily seen that trivial models can't be complete, since they satisfy Axiom C because all polymorphic maps are constant.
2. In the BB -model, X ) Y is the cpo of traces of elements of X ! Y; for
all X; Y 2 Types; and hence both cpos are isomorphic. More generally in the
models of [7] X ) Y \contains" a copy of the cpo of traces, and X ! Y can
also be here a proper retract of X ) Y: The situation is similar for Q:
3. In all r:u: models X ) Y is the range of a retraction, and is directly
isomorphic to X ! Y (with no intermediate encoding via traces), and similarly
with Q:
Remark 2 We insist that X ! Y;and more generally A ! B; is never a
semantic type in our setting, while X ) Y is.
Remark 3 The two last conditions, which imply in particular that HomF (Types; Terms)
is \smaller" than Q(F ) is the very condition which rules out all the classes of
models that we mentioned in the introduction of this section, since it means that
all \possible" polymorphic functions will be in 8X:F (X ). We do not know yet
how to weaken this without increasing technicity signi cantly.
Remark 4 In case HomF (Types; Terms) is an object of Univ; which is indeed
the case for all our concrete models, then we could give an alternative formulation to 7-8, requiring that: \for all F 2 Types ! Types there is a retraction
pair (LambdaF ; ApplF ) between HomF (Types; Terms) and Q(F ): This would
not increase technicity, but would give less readable interpretations of polymorphic terms.
Remark 5 The condition that ; 2= Types is of course satis ed in the four
classes which t exactly the de nition above (continuous or stable r:u: models,
continuous models of [7], trivial models), but it is also satis ed in Girard's and
CGW models: It is convenient because, then, the interpretation of a type  is
never empty, and term-environments are everywhere de ned functions (which
can take the value ?). This would not be the case in the PER models. When
this condition is not satis ed, then one has to complicate the de nition of \the
model satis es t = u "; while here it is just saying that both are equated in
every environment.
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Notational conventions for applications. All conceivable notions of applications will be denoted along the pattern ( ): This precisely means that we
adopt the following abbreviations :

if f 2 Hom(X; Y ) = X ! Y; x 2 X
if f 2 X ) Y;
x2X
if f 2 Hom(Types; Terms); X 2 Types
if f 2 Terms;
X 2 Types
if F 2 Hom(Types; Types); X 2 Types
:
. :
We will also need the application F (X ) of a type to a type. The reason is that
we will have to quantify over F in some cases, for example to de ne 8F:F (X )
and, then, F has to range over types, not over elements of Types ! Types.
For this we suppose xed a morphism AP 2 Hom(Types; Types ! Types)
which allows to translate F to an element of Types ! Types; in order to give
a meaning to F (X ). Indeed, one of our sucient conditions for completeness is
the existence of a left inverse AP for Q, thus we have just anticipated a little.
Let us make now our de nitions of application (of a type to a type) and of
second order quanti cation 8X precise :
F (X ) := AP (F )(X )
2 Types if F 2 Types;
X 2 Types
8X:F (X ) := Q(F )
2 Types if F 2 Hom(Types; Types) as already de ned
8X:F (X ) := Q(AP (F )) 2 Types if F 2 Types

f (x) is usual and
f (x) := applX;Y (f )(x)
f (X ) is usual and
f (X ) := Appl(f )(X )
F (X ) is usual and

2Y
2Y
2 Terms
2 Terms
2 Types

Notation
6 We turn now to \semantic abstractions":
xX :f (xX ) means lbdX;Y (f ) if
f 2 Hom(X; Y )
X:f (X ) means Lambda(f ) if f 2 Hom(Types; Terms)
This notation is compatible with the preceding one in the sense that :
(xX :f (xX ))(u) = f (u) for all u 2 X
(X:f (X ))(Z ) = f (Z ) for all Z 2 Types

Notation 7 As usual A; B ! C abbreviates A ! (B ! C ), and similarly for
); and 8X:A ) B abbreviates 8X:(A ) B ): We will use Curry cation freely.
We will sometimes use x : X for x 2 X 2 Types:
Finally we will write : (f; g) : A  B to mean that (f; g) is a pair of
morphisms f 2 Hom(A; B ) and g 2 Hom(B; A):

3.3 The completeness result.

Rather than proving directly completeness of BB-model, we now isolate a group
of conditions on models, which are true for BB-model and are sucient to imply
completeness. These conditions apply to many models in [7].
We rst describe the conditions and then, in the rest of the section, we sketch
the proof that they imply completeness. The rest of the paper will contain the
real proof.
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Fix any model M of F as in the previous subsection. We divide the conditions on M into two groups.

I. The rst group of conditions requires that we have in nitely many in nite
types, and that we may develop partial recursion inside M, through a conditional and xed point operators. They are easy to satisfy, and, indeed,
true for most models. We express them as follows:

1. We have an object O 2 Types having an in nite subset N whose
elements are representative of all integers.
2. There is a 1-1 morphism < ?; ? >2 Hom(O  O ! O) with left
inverse (p1 ; p2 ), and such that if x; y 2 N; then < x; y >2 N and
< x; y > is strictly bigger than x; y.
3. There is a uniform xed point operator Y 2 8X:(X ) X ) ) X ,
such that Y (X ) is a xed point operator over X : for all X 2 Types
and f 2 X ) X we have f (Y (X )(f )) = Y (X )(f ).
4. There is a xed point operator YK 2 (K ! K ) ! K for any
K 2 Univ. There is also a conditional operator
IFK : O; O; K; K ! K , such that for all k; k0 2 N;
IFK (k; k0 ; a; b) = a if k = k0 and b otherwise.

II. The second group of conditions is the crucial one for the completeness proof,

and is not satis ed by models which are \poor" in polymorphic functions.
It mainly says that the basic constructions over types (the arrow operator
), the quanti cation operator Q) are left invertible. A consequence will
be that we may reconstruct the syntactic form of a type  out of the
interpretation [] of  in Types. Since the assignment of a value to a
type variable is not reversible in general we need to specify that there are
canonical values for type variables, an in nite family of semantic types
C (i); and that C is a left invertible morphism.
For technical reasons we need a further (minor) condition which says that
we may compute the \trace" of any type over any other one. Making all
this precise now, we require that :
1. There is a retraction pair (C; index) : O  Types. If i is any integer,
then we will think of C (i) 2 Types as \the canonical value for the
type variable i ". All C (i)'s have to be in nite. We express this by
saying that O is, uniformly, a retract of all C (i)'s. That is, there are
two families f 2 8X:[O ) C (index(X ))]; g 2 8X:[C (index(X )) )
O] such that f (C (i)); g(C (i)) is an embedding-retraction pair between O and C (index(C (i))) = C (i). We will also use Ci for C (i):
2. There are morphisms P1 ; P2 2 Hom(Types; Types) reversing ). In
other words, for all X; Y 2 Types, we have :
P1 (X ) Y ) = X; P2 (X ) Y ) = Y .
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3. There is a morphism AP 2 Hom(Types; Types ! Types) reversing
Q. In other words : for all \type constructors" F 2 Types ! Types
we have AP (Q(F )) = F:
4. We have a case map case 2 8G:8X:G(X ); G(X ); G(X ) ) G(X )
distinguishing among arrow types, quanti ed types, and \canonical
values for variables". By this we mean that for all G 2 Types; and
a; b; c 2 8X:G(X ) we have :
case(G)(X )(a(X ); b(X ); C (X )) = a(X ) if X := C (i):
case(G)(X )(a(X ); b(X ); C (X )) = b(X ) if X := Y ) Z
case(G)(X )(a(X ); b(X ); C (X )) = c(X ) if X := Q(F ):
5. There is a \trace operator" between any two types, that is, some
\map" j 2 8X:(8Y:X ) Y ), computing the \trace of x 2 X in a type
Y ". The only requirement we make over such j is that j (X; X; x) =
x for all X 2 Types. We make no assumption over the value of
j (X; Y; x) in any other case ; in a domain-theoretical model of F ,
this value will often be ? (an element representing an "unde ned"
result).
Example 8 Some of these conditions are easy to satisfy :
1. All the models of [7] satisfy Conditions II.3 and II.5, and many of them
satisfy Condition II.2.
2. Trivial models obviously satisfy II.2,3,5, and do not satisfy II.1,4.
3. All r:u: models satisfy II.5 and do not satisfy II.2 (and we do not know
whether r.u. models can be complete).
4. PER models do not satisfy II.3:and II.4 and are not complete, since they
satisfy FC:
5. Girard's model does not satisfy II:3 (Q is not even injective 4 ), does
not satisfy II.4 since it is a model of FC; and does not satisfy II:5 since the
corresponding type is trivial there. We slightly conjecture that it satis es II.2,
but, there, ) is a functor, and we have to check what happens on morphisms,
which is not immediate (by contrast it is immediate to check whether a model
of [7] satis es II:2 or not).
6. The situation with the continuous CGW is similar for II:2; II:3; and
II:5; but the argument given for II:4 doesn't apply since the continuous CGW
is not a model of FC .
Theorem 9 (Completeness Theorem)
1. The BB-model is extensional and satis es the two groups of conditions.
2. Every model M satisfying the two groups of conditions is  complete,
that is:
for all terms t, u of F , if t; u : A then t =  u if and only if for all
assignment , M j= (t) = (u).

4 The analogue of our Q is not injective in Girard's model since, for example, both 8 :
and 8 :8 : ! take value f;g in it (see [17] for the rst type).
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For a proof of point 1 we refer to [5]. In the rest of the section we will sketch
the proof of point 2, proof that we will develop from the next section on.
We want to adapt Friedman completeness proof for simply typed lambda
calculus to system F (we failed, up to now, to adapt to F the much simpler and
stronger Statman-Simpson argument).
The idea is to choose an in nite type in M, and encode the  term model of
System F in it. Then we will prove that there is a 1-1 correspondence between
the interpretations of terms in (such encoding of) the term model and in M.
From this we will deduce that if two terms are equated in M, then they are
equated in the -term model, hence they are - convertible.
We chose to encode the  term-model of system F in the type O of M:
both terms and types will be encoded by integers. The construction (included
in section 4) would fail in most models : the second group of conditions we
assumed is essential.
We need the fact that we may reconstruct, through a polymorphic map
type : 8X:O, the (integer code of the) syntax of a type  from its interpretation
[] in M. Such type([] ) will, indeed, return (the integer code in O of) ,
provided  is a canonical assignment (provided ( i ) = C (i)). The existence
of type will be derived from the two groups of conditions we assumed. Then,
in section 5, we will adapt Plotkin's method of logical relations, and use it in
section 6 to prove that there is a 1-1 correspondence between the interpretations
of terms in the term model and in M ; -completeness will follow.
We end this section with a side remark.

Remark 10 One may ask why we restricted the statement of - completeness

to the case where t; u have the same type. The reason is that we consider meaningful an equation t = u only when t; u have the same type. In fact, a model
may equate terms of di erent type: for instance, xN :xN and  :x :x are
equated in any PER model. We do not know whether this curious and unpleasant phenomenon may happen in the BB-model, but we conjecture it does not.
We conjecture more generally that this cannot happen in any of the models in
[7].

4 Some new polymorphic maps.

In this section we deduce, from the assumption that the model M satis es our
two groups of conditions, the existence of some other polymorphic maps that
we will use in the proof that M is -complete.

4.1 Encodings.

In this subsection we will prove the existence, in M, of integer maps coding
types and terms of F , and then prove that we may reconstruct a term from its
applicative behavior on such encodings.
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4.1.1 Types and terms encodings.

For sake of simplicity, we keep the same notation for an integer and its representation in O:
We now x an explicit encoding of types and pseudoterms in O (pseudoterms
are built like terms, but without any compatibility restrictions). Both encodings
(#tp for types, and #tr for terms) are simply denoted by # when it is clear from
the context which one we are using.
We chose as coding of types:
# i
:= var(i)
:= h0; ii
#( !  ) := arrow(#; # ) := h1; h#; # ii
#8 i :
:= forall(# i ; # ) := h2; h# i ; # ii
We choose as coding of terms:
#xi
:= V ar(i; # )
:= h3; hi; #ii
#(tu) := Ap1(#t; #u) := h4; h#t; #uii
#t
:= Ap2(#t; # ) := h5; h#t; # ii
#xi :t := Lb1(#xi ; #t) := h6; h#xi ; #tii
# i :t := Lb2(# i ; #t) := h7; h# i ; #tii
Both encodings are injective maps, respectively between the set of types or
pseudo-terms into N  O:
Notation 11 We will denote by Otp the set of all codes of F -types. We will
denote by O the subset of N which is the set of all codes of F ?terms, by O
the set of codes of F -terms of type ; and by O8 the union of all those O such
that  begins with 8. Because of the typing rules of F; two -equivalent ;  0
give the same O :

4.1.2 Transferring the basic equivalences to O.

We also introduce two equivalence relations over O:
x tp y if x and y encode two -equivalent types or x  y, and
x tr y if x and y encode two -equivalent well-typed terms or x  y.
Once more we use a generic name \ " when more convenient.
These equivalence relations are external to the model (and not recursive).
They will however allow us to see the term model within M:
A rst immediate remark is that the morphisms arrow; Ap1 and Ap2 are
compatible with tp and tr . Otherwise stated, all these morphisms induce operations on O=  : More accurately, if we turn now to the family T := O = str
then some suitable restrictions of the morphisms above induce operations between the T 's. Such operations allow to view (T ) as the term model of F :
This will be partly made explicit in the following section.

4.1.3 Reconstructions.

We show here that we can reconstruct (the code of) a term, up to equivalence,
from its extensional behavior (in the sense of its action on all possible variables).
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We will in fact de ne some higher- order functions reconstructing a term. That
these functions are morphisms will follow from the fact that they are obtained
from the polytime morphisms and the basic morphisms of the underlying c:c:c:
(composition, evaluation, a.s.o.).

Lemma 12 Let e be a type (resp. a term), let  and  i be term or type variables
of the same kind and such that the following makes sense, nally let f : O ! O.
Then :
8i 2 N ( f (i)  #(e[ :  i ]) ) =) e ' ef [ r :  ]
where r := f (0) + 1 and #ef := f (r); and ' denotes - or - equivalence.
Proof. Let e0f be such that #e0f = f (0): By assumption, e0f ' e[ :  0 ]. By
Condition I.2, ha; bi > a; b, therefore we have # r  r = f (0) + 1 > #e0f . By

applying I.2 several times, we deduce that  r cannot appear in e0f ; otherwise
it would follow # r < #e0f . Thus, either  r is not free in e[ :  0 ] or (in the
term-cases) there is a -reduct of e[ :  0 ] in which  r is not free (just take a
common reduct e" of e[ :  0 ] and e0f ; then,  r is not free in e" since  r is not
free in e0f ): This is equivalent to saying that either  =  r or  r is not free in
some reduct of e: It is easy to see that, in both cases, we have e ' e[ :  r ][ r :  ].
Now, by de nition of ef we have ef ' e[ :  r ]: We conclude e ' ef [ r :  ]:

Corollary 13 1. (Reconstruction of terms). There is a morphism La1 :
O; (O ! O) ! O such that, for all type  and all g : O ! O; and all
F -term t;

if g(#xi ) tr t[x : xi ] for all i 2 N;
then La1(#; g) tr #(x :t)
2. (Reconstruction of polymorphic terms). There is a morphism La2 : (O !
O) ! O such that, for all h : O ! O; all F -term t; and all which is not
free in the type of a free variable of t;
if h(# i ) tr t[ : i ] for all i 2 N;
then La2(h) tr #( :t)
3. (Reconstruction of types). There is a morphism quant : (O ! O) ! O
such that, for all k : O ! O; and all type ;
if k(i) tp #( [ : i ]) for all i 2 N
then quant(k) tp #(8 : ):
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Proof. We only treat the second case, the other two ones are similar. Applying the preceding lemma to f := hvar;  := ; and  i = i ; we get t ' tf [ r : ]
and r is not free in the type of a free variable of tf ; hence  :t '  r :tf . So :
#( :t) tr #( r :tf ) = Lb2(var(r); #tf ) ; thus :
#( :t) tr La2(h) with La2(h) := Lb2( var(h(0) + 1) ; h(h(0) + 1) ):

Remark 14 (Extensionality of La1; La2; and quant). If the values of g; g0 and
h; h0 are tr -equivalent on all codes of variables, and the values of k; k0 are tp equivalent on all i 2 N; then La1(#; g) tr La1(#; g0 ); La2(h) tr La2(h0 )
and quant(k) tp quant(k0):
Remark 15  La1(#; Ap1(v)) tr v for all type  and all v 2 O! :

Follows from the de nition of La1; applied to g := Ap1(v) := w:Ap1(v; w):
Let indeed v := #t; then g(#xi ) = #(txi ) (by de nition of Ap1) =
#((ty )[y : xi ])); where y is a fresh term-variable, hence La1(#; Ap1(v)) tr
#(y :ty ) tr #t = v:
 La2(Ap2(v)) tr v for all v 2 O8 :
The proof is similar and follows from the de nition of La2 applied to
h := Ap2(v) := w:Ap2(v; w):

4.2 The polymorphic map

type

reconstructing a type.

In this subsection we will de ne a map type computing the (integer code of) a
type out of its interpretation in M. This map will be crucial in order to get a
coding of the term model of F inside M, coding we will use in order to prove
that M is -complete.

4.2.1 De nition by case and by recursion.

The rst stage in the de nition of type is to derive, out of the two groups of
conditions we assumed, de nitional schemata for polymorphic maps in M.

Lemma 16 (De nition by cases). let F : Types ! Types and a; b; c : 8X:F (X ).
Then there is some f : 8X:F (X ) such that :
1. f (X ) = a(X ) : F (X ) if X = Ci :
2. f (X ) = b(X ) : F (X ) if X = Y ) Z for some Y; Z;
3. f (X ) = c(X ) : F (X ) if X = Q(K ) for some K : Types ! Types:
Proof. Trivial, using the function Case given by Condition II.4: just take
f := X: case(Q(F ))(X )(a(X ); b(X ); c(X ) )

Lemma 17 (De nition by recursion). Let F : Types ! Types and let :
a : 8Z:F (C (index(Z ));
b : 8Y:8Z:(F (Y ); F (Z ) ) F (Y ) Z ));
c : 8G:[8Z:F (G(Z ))] ) F (8Z:G(Z )))]:
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Then there is some f : 8X:F (X ) such that :
f (Ci )
= a(Ci )
: F (Ci ) , for all i 2 N
f (Y ) Z ) = b(Y )(Z )(f (Y ); f (Z )) : F (Y ) Z ) , for all Y; Z : Types
f (Q(K )) = c(Q(K ))(Z:f (K (Z ))) : F (Q(K )) , for all K : Types ! Types

It has to be stressed here that the hypothesis on c implies that for all K :
Types ! Types we have : c(Q(K )) : Q(F  K ) ) F (Q(K )); that is to say :
c(Q(K )) : 8Z:F (K (Z )) ) F (8Z:K (Z )) (**).
In the hypothesis, we had to quantify over G : Types rather than on K
because generalization over Types ! Types is not possible in our frame. We
could simulate the morphisms K by the type G because, by Condition II.3,
every K is AP (G) for some G : Types.

Proof.
We may translate the thesis by an equation f = H (f ) : 8X:F (X ); equation
that we will solve afterwards by f := Y 0 (H ); where Y 0 := Y (8X:F (X )) is the
xed point on the type 8X:F (X ): De ne H (f ) : 8X:F (X ) as follows. Put
a0 (X ) := a(X )
: F (C (index(X )))
b0 (X ) := b(P 1(X ); P 2(X ))(f (P1(X ); f (P2 (X ))) : F (P1 (X ) ) P2 (X ))
c0 (X ) := c(X )(Z:f (X (Z ))))
: F (8Z:X (Z ))):
Now we use the case de nition lemma in order to de ne the body H 0 := H (f )
of H . We will also use the embedding j to assign to a0 ; b0 ; c0 the type required
by the de nition by cases.
H 0 (X ) = j (F (C (index(X ))); F (X ); a0 (X ))
: F (X ) if X := Ci for some i 2 N
H 0 (X ) = j (F (P1 (X ) ) P2 (X )); F (X ); b0 (X )) : F (X ) if X := Y ) Z for some Y; Z
H 0 (X ) = j (F (Q(AP (X ))); F (X ); c0 (X ))
: F (X ) if X := Q(K ) for some K
Now, C (index(X )) = Ci if X := Ci for some i;
P1 (X ) ) P2 (X ) = X if X := Y ) Z for some Y; Z; and, nally,
Q(AP (X )) = X = if X := Q(K ) for some K .
Using three times the equation j (Z; Z; z ) = z; we conclude:
H 0 (Ci )
= a(Ci )
: F (Ci )
H 0 (Y ) Z ) = b(Y; Z )(f (Y ); f (Z ))
: F (Y ) Z )
H 0 (Q(K )) = c(Q(K ))(Z:f (K (Z ))) : F (Q(K ))
Let now H := f:H 0 and  := Y 0 (H ): Then  = H (): Therefore  has all
required properties.

This general de nition by recursion will be used to build the crucial morphism type below, and also to build a uniform family of pairs of morphisms
(fX ; gX ) : O  X , where X ranges over all semantic types (Section 5.3 below).

4.2.2 The pair (type; [?]).

The de nition of type uses the general recursion principle developed in the previous subsection while the de nition of [?] uses a somewhat di erent recursion
principle based on Condition I.4.

De nition 18 The recursive de nition of type 2 8X:O is :
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 type(Ci ) = var(i) = # i
 type(Y ) Z ) = arrow(type(Y ); type(Z ))
 type(Q(K )) = quant(i 2 O 7! type(K (Ci ))):
Proof. Apply the previous lemma to : a := Z:var(index(Z )); b := Y:Z:arrow,

c := G:g8Z:O quant(i 2 O 7! g(C (i)):

De nition 19 Let  be any semantic environment on types, and let  be a
syntactical environment on types (that is :  substitutes types to type variables,
cf. Appendix). We will say that  is compatible with  if we have, for all i :
#( ( i )) tp type(( i )):
If  is compatible with  then  ( i ) is determined, up to -equivalence, by
( i ). It is also useful to note that :
Remark 20 If  is compatible with  then, for all i; [ : i ] is compatible with
[ : Ci ] ; this is immediate since the value of the environments is unchanged on
j 6= ; and since [ : i ]( ) = Ci and  [ : i ]( ) = i (and type(Ci ) = # i )
In the sequel we keep the same notation for the environments and their
extensions to a map on types.
The following example is a key one.

Example 21 Let C be the interpretation of types such that C ( i ) := Ci :
Then it is immediate from the de nition of type that id (the identity on types)
is compatible with C :

Lemma 22 If  is compatible with  then, for all ; we have :
#( ( )) tp type(()):

Proof.
We prove the Lemma by induction on  (and for all compatible ;  at each
step). The case where  is a variable coincides with the hypothesis.
Case 1. Suppose  :=  ! : Then :
type(()) = type(( !  )) = type(() ) ( ))
= arrow(type(()); type(( ))) (de nition of type)
tp arrow(#( ()); #( ( ))) (induction hypothesis plus commutativity of
arrow with )
= #( () ! ( )) (de nition of arrow)
= #( ( !  )) = # ( ) (inductive de nition of ):
Case 2. Suppose  := 8 :: Then
type(()) = type((8 : )) = type(Q(Z 7! [ : Z ]( )))
= quant( i 2 O 7! type([ : Ci ]( )) ) (de nition of type)
= quant(k) where k is the morphism de ned by :
k(i) = type([ : Ci ]( )): Now,
k(i) tp #( [ : i ]( )) (induction hypothesis plus Remark 20).
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Using now the de nition of quant and that of (8 : ) (which is recalled in
the Appendix on syntactical substitutions) we have :
quant(k) tp #(8 :[ : ]( )) = #( (8 : )) (de nition of quant).
Thus type((8 : )) tp #( (8 : )) Q.E.D.
Corollary 23 For all x 2 Otp we have : type(C (#?1 (x))) tp x:

There is no reason a priori why the function C  #?1 : O ! Type (which,
by the way, is not yet de ned outside O ); should be a morphism ; the following
lemma shows however that this is essentially true.
Lemma 24 There is a morphism [?] : O ! Types such that, for all x 2 Otp
we have type([x]) tp x.
Proof. We show a more general result, using, namely that there is a morphism
[?]? : O; (O ! Types) ! Types such that for any r : O ! Types and for
all type  we have

[# ]r = r ( ) where r is the environment de ned by r ( i ) := r(i)

()

Then we set [?] := [?]C . That [?] satis es the desired properties follows
now from the previous Corollary since, if we restrict x to Otp ; we have [x] =
C (#?1 (x)), by (*):
The de nition of [?]? is by recursion and by cases (I.4), using invertibility of
h:; :i (2). We leave it as an exercise, knowing that one has rst to de ne subst :
(O ! Types); O; Types; O ! Types such that, for all i; j 2 N; subst(r; i; X; j ) =
r(i) if j 6= i and X otherwise.

5 Logical Relations

5.1 The core idea for the proof of completeness.

There is a last step in adapting Friedman's completeness argument to a model
M of F . We have to show that there is a 1-1 correspondence between the
interpretations of any term in (the coding in O of) the term model, and in M
itself. This will imply that if two terms have the same interpretation in M,
then they have the same interpretation in the term model, hence they are convertible.
Friedman de ned such 1-1 correspondence by induction over the type of the
term model. We cannot repeat this induction reasoning for system F . Indeed,
in order to de ne the interpretation of a type 8 : in M, we need to know the
interpretations of all types [ :=  ] in M; but some of them have a degree
higher than the degree of 8 :.
To solve this we will combine Girard's candidates method together with
Plotkin's method of using logical relations [22]. More precisely, we will de ne
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O-relations and (f; g)-relations (some kinds of logical relations 5 well- tted for
system F ), which should be considered as "candidates" for the 1-1 correspondence we have to de ne.

De nition 25 An O-relation is a binary relation R  O  X; where X is any
semantic type, such that R(x; y) and R(x0 ; y) implies x tr x0 .
The existence of a 1-1 correspondence will be expressed by the following key
result, to be proved in the next section, from which the completeness of the
model follows immediately :

Proposition 26 There is an environment  (which interprets types and terms
in the model) and a family S  of O-relations such that :
1. S   O  ( ) for all , and
2. for any closed F -term t : , we have S  (#t; (t)) :

This  is, in fact, nothing else than the C de ned in Example 1 above.
As usual, for proving such a result we cannot stay within closed terms but
have to prove an \open" version by induction on t: The statement of the open
version (Proposition 41 below) is not immediate here and we need some preliminary work.
Another crucial point is that S  has to be built by induction on  and that
the class of O-relations is too crude for this ; thus we have to replace it by an
accurate subclass : that of \candidates".

5.2 Pseudo-retraction pairs and (f,g)-relations.

De nition 27 Given a pair (f; g) : O  X and given D  O which is closed
under tr and non empty; we call (f; g)-relation between D and X; any R 
D  X such that :
1. x 2 D implies R(x; f (x)):
2. R(x; y) implies x tr g(y):
3. x tr x0 and R(x; y) implies R(x0 ; y):
D will be called the domain of the relation, and X its codomain.

By the second condition, any (f; g)-relation is an O- relation.
De nition 28 Given ; 6= D  O closed under tr , a pseudo retraction pair
(f; g) between D and X is a pair of morphisms (f; g) : O  X such that, for
all x 2 D, we have g(f (x)) tr x:
5 Logical relations have already been used several times for system F; in general for ruling
functions out of a given model (see for ex. [1] and [21]. Contrarily to the de nition in [1]
the use of the word \logical relations" is usurped here, since their de nition in the 8 : case is
\non- logical" in that it depends on several arbitrary choices and encodings.
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Of course, any pseudo retraction pair between D and X is also a pseudo
retraction pair between D0 and X for any ; 6= D0  D which is also closed
under tr . Finally we say that (f; g) is a pseudo retraction pair if it is a pseudo
retraction pair between some D; X:
Remark 29 If R is an (f; g)-relation between D and X; then (f; g) is a pseudoretraction pair between D and X:
Conversely, given a pseudo retraction pair (f; g) between D and X there is
a minimum (f; g)-relation R between D and X; which is de ned by : R(x; y) i
x 2 D and 9x0 (x0 tr x and y = f (x0 )).
Remark 30 Let us here motivate the use of general (f; g)-relations instead
of the minimum ones (which would amount to work directly with the pseudoretraction pairs (f; g)). We observe that, given an (f; g)-relation R; the set
R(x) := fy = R(x; y)g; which only depends of the tr -equivalence class of x; lies
between f (fx0 = x0 tr xg) and g?1 (x). This gives us a crucial exibility when
handling the (f; g)-relations, while working only with the minimum ones would
stick us to the lower bound and would prevent desired closure properties of the
set of relations.

5.3 Building a uniform (

f

X ; gX )-

family.

We make the construction in four steps sketched below, two of them being left
to the reader:
Preliminary step : we describe how to obtain a pair (fX )Y ; gX )Y ) : O 
(X ) Y ) out of two pairs (fX ; gX ) : O  X and (fY ; gY ) : O  Y: Similarly
we show how to obtain (fQ(K ) ; gQ(K )) out all the (fK (X ) ; gK (X )):
First step. The intention is to build (fX ; gX ) for any X; using recursion
(Lemma 17). The problem is that we need polymorphic f; g 's and that 8X:O !
X makes no sense. Thus, we will rather use recursion to build a pair (f 0 ; g0 );
such that, for all X in Types; f 0 2 8X:O ) X; and g0 2 8X:X ) O; the
intended behavior of . f 0 ; g0 being dictated by the preliminary step. For sake of
readability, f 0 (X ) and g0 (X ) are denoted fX0 and gX0 :
Second step. We are now in position to extract three polymorphic maps
playing the role of the a; b; c in Lemma 17. This will be left to the reader.
Third step. We let now fX := lbdO;X (fX0 ) and gX := lbdO;X (gX0 ); this family
behaves in the way described in the rst step, once more this will be left to the
reader.
Of course, for general X; we have little information on fX ; gX , and in many
models, they will often return the value ?. We will however show that this pair
is a pseudo retraction pair whenever X is the interpretation of some F -type
(lemma 37).

5.3.1 Preliminary step : intuitions on (f; g):

First we note that from (f; g) : A  B and (f 0 ; g0 ) : A0  B 0 we can de ne a
pair
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(f "; g") := (f; g)  (f 0 ; g0 ) : (A ! A0 )  (B ! B 0 ), by :
f "(h) := f 0  h  g and g"(h0) := g0  h0  f:
Second we can compose pairs in the standard way :
(f 0 ; g0 )  (f; g) := (f 0  f; g  g0 ):
This makes it possible to lift any (fX ; gX ) : O  X and (fY ; gY ) : O  Y
to a pair (fX )Y ; gX )Y ) : O  (X ) Y ) as follows : we compose the pair
(Ap1; La1(type(X )) : O  (O ! O) with the pair (fX ; gX )  (fY ; gY ) : (O !
O)  (X ! Y ); and then with the retraction pair (lbdX;Y ; aplX;Y ) :
(fX )Y ; gX )Y ) := (lbdX;Y ; aplX;Y )  ((fX ; gX )  (fY ; gY ))  (Ap1; La1(type(X ))
the explicit de nition of (fX )Y ; gX )Y ) from (fX ; gX ) and (fY ; gY ) is then:

fX )Y : = x 2 O 7! lbdX;Y (fY  Ap1(x)  gX )
gX )Y : = y 2 X ) Y 7! La1(type(X ); gY  aplX;Y (y)  fX )

(1)
(2)

De ning pairs : O  Q(K ) from all the pairs O  K (X ); for K 2 Types !
Types needs the morphism [?]; which was de ned in Section 4.2.2.
fQ(K ) : = x 2 O 7! Lambda( X 2 Types 7! fK (X )(Ap2(x; type(X ))) (3)
gQ(K ) : = y 2 Q(K ) 7! La2( r 2 O 7! gK ([r])(Appl(y)([r])) )
(4)

5.3.2 First step : conditions on (f 0; g0):

From this preliminary step it follows that (f 0 ; g0 ) should satisfy the following
conditions, which are now written using the abbreviations introduced at the end
of Section 3.2 (otherwise Lambda; Appl, and a lot of instances of lbd; apl would
appear.

fX0 )Y : = xO :z X : fY0 ( Ap1(x) (gX0 (z )) )
gX0 )Y : = yX )Y : La1[ type(X ); r 2 O 7! gY0 (y(fX0 (r)) ]

(5)
(6)

fQ0 (K ) : = xO :X: fK0 (X ) (Ap2(x; type(X )))
gQ0 (K ) : = yQ(K ) : La2[r 2 O 7! gK0 ([r])(y([r])) ]

(7)
(8)

and

We also intend that the value of f 0 ; g0 on the C (i)'s be given by Cond. II.1.
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5.3.3 Second step : the recursive de nition of (f 0; g0):
The existence of f 0 : 8X:(O ) X ) and g0 : 8X:(X ) O) satisfying the conditions above follows from the recursion Lemma 17 applied to F (X ) := (O )
X )  (X ) O): Here A  B := 8Z:(A; B ) Z ) ) Z is the interpretation in the
model of the product de ned in System F:
We have then to exhibit three polymorphic maps a; b; c satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. Map a is given by Cond II.1 and we let the reader convince
himself that he could extract b from 5,6 and c from 7,8.

5.3.4 Third step.

We let the reader check that fX := lbdO;X (fX0 ) and gX := lbdO;X (gX0 ) satisfy
the conditions stated in the preliminary step.

5.3.5 Typographical simpli cation.

From now on, (fX ; gX ) always refer to the family de ned above. For sake of readability we will not mention the pairs (lbd; apl) and (Lambda; Appl) anymore,
and will use \ " to denote all possible compositions in the model.
In particular there will be no visual distinction between the pair (f; g) and
(f 0 ; g0 ) and we will simply write :

R.1. f (Ci ) and g(Ci ) are given by Cond.II.1
R.2. fX )Y (x) = fY  Ap1(x)  gX , for x 2 O and
gX )Y (y) = La1(type(X ); gY  y  fX ); for y 2 X ) Y:
R.3. If K : Types ! Types :
fQ(K ) (x) = X: fK (X ) (Ap2(x; type(X ))); for x 2 O:
gQ(K ) (y) := La2(r 2 O 7! gK ([r])(y)([r])); for y 2 Q(K ):

6 The Completeness proof.
6.1 De ning logical relations.

In this section we de ne "candidates" for logical relations on compound types,
and then we use them to prove the existence of the 1-1 correspondence S
described in proposition 26.
At this stage  still denotes any semantic environment on types and its extension to all types. We will also need \relational" environments which, essentially,
interpret type variables by (fX ; gX )-relations. To give the precise de nition of
a relational environment we rst de ne our candidates for compound types.

De nition 31 A candidate is a pair (X; T ) such that X is a semantic type,
type(X ) 2 Otp ; and T is an (fX ; gX )-relation between: the codes of terms with
type type(X ), that is O#?1 (type(X )) , and X .
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De nition 32 A relational environment  on types is a map from type variables to candidates. Let us call pre- relational environment on types a map
R from type variables to O-relations. Then a relational environment can be
de ned as a pair (; R), where  is an environment on types, and R a prerelational environment such that, for all i; R( i ) is an (f( i ) ; g( i ) )-relation
on O( i )  ( i ), where  is the unique environment on types compatible with
:

Note : unicity of  is here only up to -equivalence, as in De nition 19.

De nition 33 The relational environment  is compatible with  and ; if 
and  are compatible and  (hence ) are the semantic and syntactical environments induced by  using the formulas above.
We use the word \compatible" instead of \induced by " because we will
gain some freedom later on, at the level of terms, since  will not x the values
of ;  on terms
It is useful to note that :

Remark 34 if ; ;  are compatible, then for any candidate (X; T ); we have
that [ : T ] is a relational environment and that [ : (X; T )], [ : X ] and
[ : #?1 (type(X )] are also compatible.
Example 35 Let C be the relational environment de ned by ( i ) := (Ci ; Ri ),
where Ci is given by Cond 1, Ri is the minimum (fi ; gi )- relation between O i
and Ci ; and (fi ; gi ) are also given by Cond 1.
((fi ; gi )=(fCi ; gCi ); because of the recursive de nition of the family (fX ; gX )):
It should be clear that C ; C and id are compatible at the level of types.

We now present the formulas which allow to extend uniformly all relational
environments to all types. We already know how to extend the -components
to all types (or see the Appendix, Section 7).

De nition 36 We de ne by induction on ; and at each step for all environment ; a binary relation R , which only depends on the value of  on the free
variables of  . Each  will then be extended to all types via: ( ) := (( ); R ).

 R1. Ri is the second component of ( i ):
 R2. R! (x; y) i y 2 ( !  ) and 8v; w (R (v; w) ) R (Ap1(x; v); y(w)) ):
 R3. R8  (x; y) i y 2 (8 : ) and for all candidates (X; T ), we have :
R[ :(x;T )](Ap2(x; type(X )); y(X )):

Remark that  depends only on the applicative behavior of an object.
Thus,  will not be able to distinguish between -convertible terms. Apparently, exactly for such a reason, our proof cannot be adapted to a proof of
-completeness.
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Lemma 37 For all ; and for all ; ;  which are compatible at the level of
types, R is an (f( ) ; g( ) )-relation between O( ) and ( ); hence (( ); R )
is a candidate.
Proof. The proof goes by induction on  and shows at each step (as usual)
that R only depends of the value of  (and ; ) on the free variables of  and
has domain O() : The variable case follows immediately from the compatibility
of ; ; : Also, the third condition of (f; g)-relations is obviously preserved at
each step of induction, so we only have to prove the rst two ones.

 Suppose  :=  ! :
1. Suppose x 2 O(!) ; we want to show R! (x; f(!) (x)):
Suppose we have R (v; w) for some (v; w): Then, by induction hypothesis, v 2 O() and v tr v0 := g() (w): Also by induction hypothesis do we have R (Ap1(x; v0 ); f() (Ap1(x; v0 )): Since Ap1 commutes with tr and because the third condition is true for R , still
by induction hypothesis, we have R (Ap1(x; v); f() (Ap1(x; v0 )): Be-

cause of the de nition of v0 this can be rewritten as :
R (Ap1(x; v); [f()  Ap1(x)  g() ](w) ); hence as :
R (Ap1(x; v); f())() (x)(w)). The conclusion now follows from
( !  ) = ( ) ) ().
2. Suppose R! (x; y) ; we want to prove :
x 2 O(!) and x tr g(!) (y).
For all v 2 O() we have :
R (v; f() (v)) (by induction hypothesis on  ), hence :
R (Ap1(x; v); y(f() (v)) (by de nition of R! ).
This forces Ap1(x; v) 2 O() . A rst consequence is that x 2
O(!) : just choose v := #x() ; then v codes a well-formed term
of type  () ; since Ap1(x; v) codes a well-typed term of type  () necessarily x codes a well-typed term of type ( ! ) =  () ! ():
The second consequence is that
g() (y(f() (v)) tr Ap1(x; v) (by induction hypothesis on ):
Since this happens for all v; it follows :
La1(#(()); g()  y  f() ) tr La1(#(()); Ap1(x)) (Remark 14).
Now,
g(!) (y) = g())() (y) := La1(type(()); g()  y  f() ) tr
La1(#(()); g()  y  f() )
(compatibility of ;  and commutativity of La1 with tr ).
On the other hand :
La1(#((); Ap1(x)) tr x (Remark 15). Thus
g(!) (y) tr x ; Q.E.D.
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 Suppose  := 8 ::
1. Let x 2 O(8 :) : We want to show R (x; f(8 :) (x));
i.e. R (x; f8Z:[ :Z ]() (x)):
So, we have to show R[ :(X;T )] ( Ap2(x; type(X )) ; f8Z:[

:Z ]() (x)(X ) )

for all candidate (X; T ): By de nition of f8Z:::: this amounts to show
that R[ :(X;T )] ( Ap2(x; type(X )) ; f[ :X ]() (Ap2(x; type(X )));
which follows from the induction hypothesis applied to ; and to
[ : (X; T )]; [ : X ]; [ : #?1 (type(X ))]
2. Suppose R8 : (x; y):
We want to show that x 2 O(8 :) and x tr g(8 :) (y); starting
from :
R[ :T ] (Ap2(x; type(X )); y(X )) for all candidate (X; T ): (*)
To prove the two parts of this assertion we will use two di erent
instances of (*) which both change a tiny part of  using C ..
For the rst part we set (X; T ) := C ( ); hence X := C ( ). Then
type(X ) tp # and, since Ap2(x; # ) has to be the code of a welltyped term of type [ : ]() (by induction hypothesis and Remark
6.3), x can only be the code of a well-typed term of type 8 : 0 ;
with  0 =  [ : ]( ) (up to -equivalence); now, 8 : 0 = 8 :[ :
]( ) = ( ); hence x is the code of a well-typed term of type ( ),
i.e. x 2 O() ; as required.
We turn now to the second half of the assertion.
Now g(8 :) (y) := g8Z:[ :Z ]( ) (y) := La2(h) where
h := r : O g[ :[r]]() (y([r]):
We have h(# i ) = g[ :Ci]() (y(Ci )):
Applying (*) to [ : C ( i )]; hence to [ : C ( i )] and [ :
i ]; and applying the induction hypothesis on ; we get h(# i ) tr
Ap2(x; # i ). Thus La2(h) tr La2(Ap2(x)) tr x (by Remark 15).
Q.E.D.

We end with a substitution lemma, which is needed at the very end.

Lemma 38 For all strongly compatible; ; , for all ; ;  we have :
R[ :] = R[ :(X;T )] with (X; T ) := ():
Proof. Straightforward induction on :

6.2 Relating the various interpretations.

This last subsection is devoted to the statement and proof of the open version
of the \top level" lemma that we gave at the beginning.
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>From now on we deal with three kinds of interpretations, respectively
denoted by ;  and ; but now  and  also deal with terms.
 denotes any interpretation of F ?terms and types in the model, it also
denotes the environment from which it is issued, and it also denotes its restriction to the world of types. It should be clear from the context what we are really
using. By the de nition of such interpretations we necessarily have (t) 2 ( )
if t : :
 denotes a syntactical interpretation of F -terms (and types), and also denotes its restriction to types (cf. Appendix). We necessarily have : (t) : ( ) if
t : :
 is the relational interpretation on types de ned in Section 6.1.

De nition 39 We will say that  links  to , or that ;  and  are strongly
compatible, if :
1.
2.

;  and  are compatible at the level of types, and
R ( #(xi ); (xi ) ) for all i; :

We have already noticed that the rst hypothesis .determines the values of

 and  on types, from that of . If moreover  links  to  then  (xi ) is
determined, up to -equivalence, by (xi ) and the restrictions of  to the
type variables which are free in  (since R is an O-relation).
The following result is a key one.

Lemma 40 There exist ;  such that  links id (the identity on types and

terms) to :

Proof. Let  := C and let  be the extension of the type environment C
(which was de ned via C ( i ) := Ci ) by (xi ) = f() (#xi ): It is immediate
to check that  links id and  (we already know that  is compatible with 
and id at the level of types (Example 35).
We have already seen that the compatibility conditions on  and  w.r.t.
 propagate to all types (Lemma 22 and 37). The fact that the condition
in De nition 39 above propagates to all terms is the desired open version of
Proposition 26.

Proposition 41 If links  to ; then for all ; we have :
R ( #(t); (t) ) for all t : :
Proof. By induction on the length of t; and at each step for all strongly
compatible ; ; : Note that, because of the third clause in the de nition of
(f; g)-relations, and since this does not change the length of t; we may as well
replace t by any -equivalent term in the course of the proof. Note also that we
will use this third clause freely in the following proofs.

 The cases where t is a term variable or is of the form uv are immediate,
so we deal only with the other 3 cases.
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 term-abstraction. Suppose t := xi :u :  ! ; with u :  ; by possibly

renaming xi we may also suppose that xi not free in (t).
The aim is to prove : R! (#( (xi :u)); (xi :u)); and we know that
R0 (#( 0 (u)); 0 (u)); for all strongly compatible 0 ; 0 ; 0 by induction
hypothesis.
Suppose R (v; w): Since v 2 O() , we have v = #t0 for some t0 : ( )
and our secondary aim is to prove that :
R (Ap1(#( (xi :u)); #t0 ); ((xi :u))(w)): Now,
Ap1(#( (xi :u)); #t0 ) = #(( (xi :u))t0 ) (de nition of Ap1)
tp #((u[xi : t0 ])) = #( 0 (u)); where  0 := [xi : t0 ] and  acts like 
on types. Similarly :
((xi :u))(w)) = (u[xi : w]) = 0 (u); where 0 := [xi : w] and 0 acts
like  on types.
Since ; 0 and ; 0 coincide on types the compatibility conditions are
preserved and the secondary aim follows from the induction hypothesis.
 type-abstraction. Suppose t :=  :u : 8 :; with u :  and not free in
the type of a term-variable of : Since we work up to - equivalence we
may furthermore suppose that is not free in  (t).
The aim is to prove R8 : ( #( ( :u)); ( :u)), that is to say, to prove
R[ :(X;T )] ( Ap2(#( ( :u)); type(X )); (( :u))(X ) ) for all (X; T ) such
that type(X ) 2 Otp and T is an (fX ; gX )- relation:
Let  be such that type(X ) = # .
Set 0 := [ : (X; T )]; 0 := [ : X ], 0 :=  [ :  ] at the level of types ;
these are compatible (at the level of types) since type(0 ( )) tp #(0 ( ))
and nothing is changed for the other type variables. At the level of terms
term variables we just have to change
 and  on those x0 such that
0

(

)
is free in : We set 0 (x ) = xi and 0 (x ) = f0 () (xi () ); which
obviously preserve the strong compatibility condition. Now,
Ap2(#( ( :u)); type(X )) = #(( ( :u)) ) (by de nition of Ap2)
= #( [ :  ](( :u) )) = #( 0 (( :u) )) tr #0 (u): Similarly :
(( :u))(X ) = [ : X ](( :u) ) = 0 (( :u) ) = 0 (u).
Thus, our secondary aim amounts to showing that R0 ( #( 0 (u)); 0 (u));
which follows by induction hypothesis.
 application of terms to types. Suppose t := u :  [ := ]; with u : 8 :;
and not free in t and (t): We have to prove :
R[ :] ( #( (u)); (u)): Now,
#( (u)) = #(( (u)(( )) = Ap2(#( (u)); #( ( ))) (de nition of Ap2),
and (u) = (u)(( )):
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Let us take X = (): Then type(X ) tp #( ()) by compatibility of
; : Furthermore R[ :] = R[ :T ] where T = R (Lemme 38).
The aim follows from the induction hypothesis on u instantiated to [ :
((); T )]; [ : ( )]; and  [ :  ()].
Proposition 26 now follows easily. Indeed, let t; u be any closed terms of
type  . Then by Lemma 40 and Proposition 41, if (t) = (u) for all , then,
for some ;  we have R (#id(t); (t)), R (#id(u); (u)). By the properties
of (f; g)-relations and (t) = (u) we conclude #t = #id(t) tr #id(u) = #u.
We conclude t =  u, our thesis.

6.3 Appendix on syntactic substitutions.

Such substitutions associates types to types and F -terms (up to -equivalence)
to F -terms; in such a way that t :  implies (t) : ( ): They are de ned from
their restrictions to type and terms variables (or environments), by the inductive
rules given below. We denote by  the global substitution, its restriction to
types, as well as the environments from which both are issued. As usual [ : ]
denotes the substitution on types which behaves like  on all variables di erent
from ; and gives value  to : Similarly [xi : t] denotes the substitution which
behave like  on types variables and on all term variables di erent from xi ; and
gives value t : ( ) to xi :
The induction rules work on the length of types or terms and de ne ( ) or
(t) for all  at each step :
 ( i ) is any xed type, for all i 2 N;
 ( !  ) := ( ) ! ( )
 (8 : ) := 8 : [ : ]( ); if does not occur free in ( ) for all 6=
which is free in :
 (xi ) is any term of type ( )
 (tu) :=  (t) (u) and (u) :=  (u)( )
 (xi :t) := xi() :[xi : xi() ](t); if xi() does not occur free in (xj ) for
all xj 6= xi which is free in t:.
 ( :u) :=  : [ : ](u) (recall that, by the formation rules, cannot be
free in the type of a term variable of u):

7 Appendix : interpretation in a model.
Once models are presented as we did, the interpretations of types and terms
below and the proof of the related lemmas is routine (a lengthy routine, which
has to be lead carefully). One should note however that the relative easiness of
these lemmas relies on the fact that we took as much polymorphic functions
as possible ; otherwise Lemma 45 below, which asserts the correctness of the
interpretations of terms would be more dicult to state and to prove.
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In the following V artypes and V arterms denote respectively the set of type
and term variables, and M is a model in the sense of Section 3.2.

Interpretation of types.
De nition 42 A type-environment is a function  from V artypes to Types:
such that : ( ) 2 Types for all type variable 2 dom():
Given a type environment  and X 2 Types; we denote by [ : X ] the
environment 0 de ned by : 0 ( ) := X; and 0 coincides with  everywhere else:
We extend the notation to [ : X ]; where it is understood that  and X have
the same length ( 0); and  consists of distinct type variables.
A type-environment can be extended to an interpretation of all F -types by
elements of Types by induction on the complexity of types, and de ning at each
step ; all semantic types jj for all type environments :

 j j := ( )
 j !  j := j j ) j j
 j8 :j := Q( X 7! jj[ :X ] ):
To check that jj is well-de ned we have, as usual, to prove simultaneously,

at each step , that :

Lemma 43 For all possible ;  ; the function X 7! jj[ :X ] belongs to Hom(Typesl(); Types):
This is routine, using that Univ is a c:c:c: and that ) and Q are morphisms.
It is immediate that only the values of  on the free variables of  are of
interest.

Interpretation of terms.
De nition 44 An environment (for types and terms) is a function  from
V artypes [ V arterms to Types [ Terms such that the restriction of  for types
is a type environment, and, for all variable x 2 dom() we have (x ) 2 jj
(hence () 2 Terms):
As noted in remark 5 if we stick to models such that ; 2= Types; then we
can de ne term-environments as total functions.
Given an environment ; a term variable x and a semantic term v 2 jj ;

we denote by [x : v] the environment 0 which coincides with  everywhere
but in x ; where 0 (x ) := v: We extend the notation to [x : v]; where it is
understood that x and v have the same length ( 0); and x consists of distinct
type variables, and vi is in the semantic type determined by xi and :
It is not possible to de ne an environment [ : X ], essentially since there
is no canonical choice then for (x ) if is free in : We will however be able
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to give a local meaning to the expression jtj[ :X ] , .provided is not free in a
free term variable of t, and more generally to de ne jtj[ :X ; x:v] if none of the
variables in  is free in a term variable of t or in one of the term variables in x
(plus the obvious compatibility conditions).
The interpretation of F -terms under all possible environments is by induction
on the complexity of the term t: At each step t :  one
1. De nes jtj for all 's,
2. Check that jtj only depends on the value of  on the type and term
variables which occur free in t. In particular, if is not free in any free
term variable of t then we can de ne jtj[ :X ] as jtj0 ; where 0 is any
environment such that 0 ( ) := X and 0 coincides with  on all other
type variables and on all term variables x such that is not free in :
The meaning of jtj[ :X ; x:v] is then the natural one, subject to the obvious
conditions..
3. Prove that jt j 2 j j :
4. Prove Lemma 45 below, so that the de nitions at next steps make sense.
The de nition goes as follows :







jx j := (x )
jt! u j := apljj ;j j (jt! j ) (ju j )
jx :t j := lbdjj ;j j ( v 2 j j 7! jt j[x :v] ):
t8 :   := Appl( t8 :  ) (j j )
j :t j := Lambda ( X 2 Types 7! jt j[ :X ] ):

Using the abbreviations introduced at the end of Section 3.2, this can simply
be written :







jx j := (x )
jt! u j := jt! j (ju j )
jx :t j := vjj : jt j[x :v] ):
t8 :   := t8 :  (j j )
j :t j := X: jt j[ :X ] :

The lemma we alluded to is :
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Lemma 45 For all  and all  ; x := x1 1 ; :::; xnn such that the following makes
 v) 7! jt j[ :X ; x:v] belongs to Hom( Typesl()   1  :::jn j ; Terms):
sense, (X;
Once more all this is (a careful and lengthy) routine, using that we are
within a c:c:c: and that we made enough care with our domains and codomains
of morphisms.
Then we are able to prove :

Lemma 46  =  implies M  jj = j j for all environment :
t =( ) u implies M  jtj = juj for all environment :
If M is extensional, then the last sentence is also true for -equivalent
terms.

The proof is once more straightforward and the case of immediate reduction
is done using that all pairs (lbdX;Y ; applX;Y ); and (Lambda; Appl) are retraction
pairs (plus the adequate variation for the extensional case).
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